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Market commentary
By Bob Hodge, bob.hodge@ihsmarkit.com
• Trains are running better than earlier in the year.
• Spike in demand is causing some delays.
• Utilities trying to pull tons forward facing issues.
• Exports and imports: A mixed bag.

“The battle of getting better is never ending.”
Antonio Brown

As some utilities scramble for coal supplies before winter gets here in 
earnest, buyers and sellers both agree that logistics have been on an 
upward curve.

A source on the buying side of the equation said there are the usual 
glitches with getting coal by rail, but overall performance has been 
“getting better in the second half of the year” but then added a caveat.

“I think you have more (utilities) looking to get as much coal as they 
can in a short time,” the source said. “That’s going to be putting more 
pressure on the system this winter, and winter is when you often see 
the biggest delays.”

The buying-side source said shipments have been “pretty much” on 
schedule since back in the summer, but then added caveat No. 2.

“The rail deliveries we have been getting are regularly scheduled 
because we have a good (stockpile) situation,” the source said. “I think 
the problems come when you are trying to push more coal in on a 
constricted time frame.”

A production side source said many of the issues that were hounding 
the railroads earlier this year have been cleared up “to a point.” 
Comparing the service moving coal to the utility market and taking it 
to the export market, he said exports “are running OK”, with utility 
deliveries hitting a rough patch “when you try to schedule something 
out of the ordinary.”

He described out-of-the-ordinary as those extra shipments the buy-
side source was talking about.

“We have customers that are trying to pull tons forward and that has 
come with some glitches,” he said. “We are two to three weeks behind 
on some shipments and that problem could get worse depending on 
what the weather does.”

Coal

Fourth Climate 
Assessment revisits 
‘Al Gore vision’
By Steve Hooks,  
steve.hooks@ihsmarkit.com 

The Black Friday release of 
the Fourth National Climate 
Assessment caused as much 
media chatter about the timing 
of the report’s release as the 
report’s contents, which a coal 
industry veteran discounted as “a 
recitation of the Al Gore vision 
of the apocalypse” as well as 
lacking in “specifics.”

Coal industry participants say 
that technology and innovation 
are part and parcel to sustaining 
coal generation and reducing 
emissions, and they reject the 
position that carbon-based 
fuels must be eliminated to 
save the planet; quite the 
contrary, carbon-based fuels are 
necessary for sustaining human 
living standards.

The national media made much 
ado about speculations that the 
decidedly pro-fossil fuels Trump 
administration chose to release 
the decidedly green report on 
a long holiday weekend so that 
it might get little exposure in a 
long Thanksgiving weekend.

Peabody Energy alumnus Fred 
Palmer, who chairs the National 
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The supply-side source said prices for thermal 
coal are now being supported more by the domestic 
market than the export side of things, with some 
utilities still actively looking at the spot market for 
coal “that can be delivered as soon as it can get there.”

He said the buying is being spurred on more by the 
current stockpile situation than by recent ups and 
downs in natural gas prices.

“Stocks are low at a lot of places,” he said. “You have 
some plants that are in kind of critical situations 
when it comes to inventories and I don’t think they 
can get to where they want to be by the end of the 
year. There’s just not enough transportation to do it.”

And there’s probably not enough coal.
“When you do the math with tight supplies and 

tight logistics, there’s just enough time left to get 
restocked before winter gets here …that should be if 
winter gets here and stays here.”

New export deals off  the table?

Predicting where coal prices are going to go is more 
art than science, but the best science that can 
be applied to it shows that in the near-term the 
Northwest European thermal market is going to be a 
bit rangebound.

That doesn’t come as a big surprise.
When benchmark Northwest European thermal 

coal was being assessed at around $99/metric tonne, 
IHS Markit noted the risk of price declines on the 
horizon. In mid-November, that got reinforced when 
prices were around $86/tonne. That was still well 

ahead of the $75.90/tonne price in late March, but 
well below the $103.62/ton mid-July price.

On Monday, the API 2 settled at $80.20/tonne. 
Analysis shows that NW European thermal prices are 
likely to fi nd support at about the $80/tonne mark – 
right where it is now – and that’s likely to be the start 
of a new trendline. What it means is that for the near-
term prices are expected to bounced between $80 and 
$86 … which is better than Q1 of last year but likely to 
put a bit of a damper on indexed export deals.

New import deals on the table?

The long-term prognosis for imports into the U.S. isn’t 
good and is likely to get worse, but in the short-term 
the door could be cracked for some overseas coal to 
make its way here.

James Stevenson, IHS Markit senior director for 
global coal, isn’t predicting the sun is going to rise one 
morning and the horizon will be full of ships waiting 
to unload coal, but looking at delivered prices of 
Central Appalachian coal vs. Colombian coal, he says 
the import arb has opened.

Just a bit.
“U.S. import demand is small now and faces lousy 

long-term demand, but it’s still worth noting that the 
import vs. CAPP arb has swung open.”

While no one expects to see barges of Colombian 
coal moving up the Mississippi to parts unknown, 
there is a scenario where CAPP-friendly Florida pulls 
in some extra – and unplanned – import shipments. 
With CAPP supplies tight and current OTC prices at 

Customer notice: IHS Markit’s coal price reporting service completes fourth annual assurance review; 
adds four new markers to the in-scope benchmarks

The assurance review was conducted by independent professional services firm PwC and examined 
the policies, processes and controls that the IHS Markit coal team uses to establish price benchmarks 
for thermal coal. These policies, processes and controls are designed to ensure compliance with the 
principles for price reporting agencies (PRAs) set out by the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions (IOSCO). A “reasonable assurance” review was carried out for those benchmarks already 
in-scope, as recommended by IOSCO. In addition, the IHS McCloskey Northwest Europe Steam Coal 
(5,700kc min) marker; IHS McCloskey Richards Bay (5,700kc NAR min) FOB marker; NAPP FOB Rail 
marker; and ILB FOB Barge marker were subjected to a limited assurance review. 

To download the report visit our website: https://www.ihs.com/products/coal-price-data-indexes.html
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$77/ton for the prompt month, Colombian coal would 
have a bit of a price advantage if a utility gets caught 
in a tight stockpile situation this winter.

“(Illinois Basin) coal still beats Colombian of course, 
but some of those Florida burners still take CAPP and 

I guess there are some winter scenarios where they 
might look to Colombian if supplies dwindle or (the 
railroads) have issues,” Dr. Stevenson said.

Coal Council’s New Markets for Coal Subcommittee 
and recently formed, along with colleague Steve 
Milloy, the Burn More Coal organization, has not 
surprisingly discounted the report.

Why did a pro-coal administration release this 
seemingly anti-coal report, one might ask?

“There are a large group of people in Washington, 
DC, that have been coming together from many 
administrations” who have bought into the Gore 
scenario, Palmer said.

Putting on his Burn More Coal hat, Palmer 
continues: “Since 1988, the population on Earth has 
gone from 4.5 billion people to 7.5 billion people. 
Coal production has increased massively from 4.1 
billion tons per year to 7.5 billion tons/year today” 
while life expectancy has gone from 60 to 70 years 
“as we’ve added billions of people; food production 
year over year” has gone up, “but all those things are 
ignored ... we succeed because of fossil fuels, not in 
spite of them.”

He added: “They’ve always been after coal because 
of CO2 ... they want to completely and totally 
eliminate it, and we have to act accordingly and we 
have to change the science.

“Most importantly, satellite records show no 
material warming going back to 1980 (which is) 
100% corroborated by data readings every day,” 
Palmer said.

Questioning the veracity of the science involved 
in climate-change hawks is a recurring theme 
among coal proponents. Also, climate-change critics 
say reduced-emissions coal generation is possible 
with technology and innovation.

Peabody Senior Vice President Vic Svec put it this 
way: “With global coal demand remaining strong 
and new coal-fueled generating plants being built 
in substantial numbers around the world, Peabody 
believes coal will continue to be an essential part of 
the energy mix.

“We also strongly support advanced technologies 
as the appropriate path to reduce emissions,” Svec 
continued. “This begins with deployment of high-
effi  ciency, low emissions power stations using 
technology that is available today. Longer-term 
investments in next generation carbon capture, use 
and storage technologies are necessary to transition 
to the ultimate goal of near-zero emissions from 
coal-fueled power.”

“Any solution to emissions reduction rests with 
technology,” said the National Mining Association’s 
Conor Bernstein. “Those focused on making a 
meaningful diff erence in reducing emissions will 
need to employ a suite of tools that must include 
technologies that exist today that can help improve 
the effi  ciency of the global coal fl eet – including 
high-effi  ciency low-emissions technologies – as well 
as furthering essential work on the development 
and deployment of carbon capture utilization 
and storage.”

NCC CEO Janet Gellici said: “Since the year 2000, 
the National Coal Council has prepared more than a 
dozen reports for the Secretary of Energy regarding 
carbon management. Spanning more than a decade, 
these reports document a consistent set of fi ndings 
and recommendations to the U.S. Department of 
Energy on policies and technologies NCC members 
advocate as a means to manage CO2 emissions and 
advance the deployment of carbon capture, storage 
and utilization technologies.”

She said that “the NCC has consistently noted 
the following:
• Enhancing the effi  ciency of the existing coal 

generation fl eet is a fi rst step toward reducing 
CO2 emissions.

• New Source Review disincentivizes power plant 
operators from pursuing effi  ciency improvements.

• Research and development must be 
pursued simultaneously on numerous 

Fourth Climate... continued from page 1
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greenhouse technologies with the aim of 
developing a portfolio of options suitable for 
various applications.

• Various CO2 storage options need to be identifi ed 
and characterized.

• Monitoring and verifi cation methods for CO2 
storage need to be refi ned.

• Employ DOE-industry partnerships to 
demonstrate technologies on a large-scale basis 
with the aim of reducing technology costs and 
expediting commercial availability.

• International partnerships are necessary 
to advance GHG technology solutions and 
global adoption.

• Technology demonstration projects are critical for 
the advancement of CCS/CCUS technologies.

• Financial incentives and federal funding support 
are vital, especially for early mover and fi rst-of-a-
kind projects.

• Deployment of CCS/CCUS technologies off ers 
the most impactful opportunity to achieve CO2 
emissions reductions.”

About this report

According to The National Climate Assessment web 
page: “The Global Change Research Act of 1990 
mandates that the U.S. Global Change Research 
Program (USGCRP) deliver a report to Congress 
and the President no less than every four years 
that ‘1) integrates, evaluates, and interprets the 
fi ndings of the Program…; 2) analyzes the eff ects 
of global change on the natural environment, 
agriculture, energy production and use, land and 
water resources, transportation, human health 
and welfare, human social systems, and biological 
diversity; and 3) analyzes current trends in global 
change, both human-induced and natural, and 
projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 
100 years.’

“This assessment was written to help inform 
decision-makers, utility and natural resource 
managers, public health offi  cials, emergency 
planners, and other stakeholders by providing 

a thorough examination of the eff ects of 
climate change on the United States,” the 
introduction notes.

As for the use of coal, the report’s overview 
states that, as far as “mitigation” is concerned: 
“Many activities within the public and private 
sectors aim for or have the eff ect of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, such as the increasing 
use of natural gas in place of coal or the expansion 
of wind and solar energy to generate electricity. 
Fossil fuel combustion accounts for approximately 
85% of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, with 
agriculture, land-cover change, industrial processes, 
and methane from fossil fuel extraction and 
processing as well as from waste (including landfi lls, 
wastewater treatment, and composting) accounting 
for most of the remainder. A number of eff orts 
exist at the federal level to promote low-carbon 
energy technologies and to increase soil and forest 
carbon storage.”

The report notes natural gas surpassing coal in 
U.S. generation capacity, as well as increasing use 
of wind and solar: “Market forces and technological 
change, particularly within the electric power 
sector, have contributed to a decline in U.S. 
greenhouse gas emissions over the past decade. 
In 2016, U.S. emissions were at their lowest levels 
since 1994. Power sector emissions were 25% below 
2005 levels in 2016, the largest emissions reduction 
for a sector of the American economy over this 
time. This decline was in large part due to increases 
in natural gas and renewable energy generation, 
as well as enhanced energy effi  ciency standards 
and programs.”

Ironically, the report comes at a time that the 
Sierra Club is ramping up a campaign against all 
fossil-fueled generation, including natgas.

Palmer concluded: “The National Assessment is a 
recitation of the Al Gore vision of the apocalypse ... 
It hasn’t changed; there are no specifi cs; it’s high-
level rhetoric; it’s a series of conclusions strung 
together without factual basis on why a warmer 
world is worse than a colder world ... There’s no fact-
based evidence of anything in there.”
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EKPC looking for spot coal
East Kentucky Power Cooperative is accepting 
proposals for spot coal requirements for its Spurlock 
Power Station.

EKPC is accepting proposals for deliveries and 
storage of up to 30,000 tons beginning December 
15, for a term of up to four months. All fuel options 
available to EKPC will be evaluated to determine 
the most economical fuel for future use. Specs 
include, but are not limited to, a minimum 11,000 
Btu/l b.; maximum 15% ash; and maximum 4lbs. 
S02/MMBtu, all on an “as received” basis.

All bids must be accompanied with a full 
proximate analysis including grindability, 
mineral/ash including trace elements, ultimate 
analysis, ash fusions, and slagging and fouling factor 
calculations and are due by Tuesday, Dec. 4.

Pricing should be stated as FOB barge for Spurlock 
and on a delivered basis for Cooper Power Station. 
Seller shall be required by buyer’s sole option to 
either deliver the coal ratably or store the coal 
through March 31.

The delivery may be either barge delivery to 
Spurlock or truck delivery to Cooper Power Station. 
The seller must have capabilities for both options. In 
addition, the seller shall be responsible for obtaining 
trucking if EKPC selects deliveries to Cooper.

Proposals may be made for any portion of the 
tonnage requirement. If the coal is not to be straight 
coal crushed to a specifi ed size, please describe the 
blend being proposed. EKPC may require additional 
information from companies making the short 
list before any purchase recommendation is made 
to management for approval.  Mine visits may 
be conducted.

Unit Nos. 1 and 2 at Spurlock can receive coal by 
barge on the Ohio River at Milepost 414.1. Unit Nos. 
1 and 2 at Cooper can receive coal by truck.

Envelopes should be marked “Spurlock Unit 
Nos. 1 and 2 spot coal Proposal Enclosed” and 
either emailed to cooper.proposal@ekpc.coop or 
sent via mail to: Attention Gail Varner at 4775 
Lexington Road (40391), PO Box 707, Winchester, 
Kentucky 40392-0707. 

Shady Point seeking FERC 
approval for power market sales
AES Shady Point LLC, the operator of a coal-fi red 
power plant that is about to lose its long-term 
contract to supply power to Oklahoma Gas & 
Electric, applied with FERC on Nov. 26 for approval 
to make wholesale sales of energy, capacity and 
certain ancillary services at negotiated, market-
based rates.

The AES Corp. subsidiary owns and operates 
a 350-MW coal-fi red plant that is a qualifying 
cogeneration facility under the Public Utility 
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. The plant is in the 
Southwest Power Pool balancing authority area.

The plant’s generation is currently committed 
to Oklahoma Gas and Electric under a power sales 
agreement approved by the Oklahoma Corporation 
Commission under section 210 of PURPA, with that 
PSA to expire on Jan. 15, 2019.

In addition to the electricity generated, the 
facility also produces steam used by an unaffi  liated 
food processing facility.

The plant, once it loses the PSA with OG&E, will 
need a market-based rate schedule to be on fi le with 
the commission to continue making sales into the 
SPP market.

OG&E parent OGE Energy noted in its Nov. 
8 quarterly 10-Q fi ling about the AES Shady 
Point situation:

“The (qualifying facility) contract expires on 
January 15, 2023; however, OG&E had the option 
beginning in July 2017 to provide notice to AES to 
terminate the contract in January 2018. On July 
17, 2017, OG&E and AES amended the agreement 
to allow OG&E the option, through July 17, 2018, 
to provide AES a termination notice that would 
terminate the agreement on January 15, 2019. 

“On July 17, 2018, OG&E and AES extended the 
option to provide notice, and on August 24, 2018, 
OG&E notifi ed AES that OG&E was exercising its 
option to terminate the contract, eff ective January 
15, 2019. OG&E has issued a request for proposals 
to fi ll the capacity need created by the upcoming 
termination of this QF contract.”
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Price markers
NAPP rail 12,900 Btu/lb., 4.0 lbs. SO2/MMBtu, $57.63/ton
ILB rail 11,500 Btu/lb., 3.0% Sulphur, $45.15/ton 
NAPP barge 12,500 Btu/lb., 6.0 lbs SO2/MMBtu, $47.64/ton 
ILB barge 11,500 Btu/lb., 3.0% Sulphur, $45.93/ton  
Source: IHS Markit © 2018 IHS Markit
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14th Annual 
Southern African 
Coal Conference
30 January - 1 February 2019  |  Cape Town, South Africa 
Westin Cape Town

coal.opisnet.com/Southern-African-Coal-Conference

277375755-ZT-1018
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ENERGY

Publication products and services

 

Coal 
Capability

4109-TS-0217

Metallurgical Coal 
Market Insight,  
News and Analysis
The Metallurgical  
Coal Quarterly 
forecasts metallurgical coal 
fundamentals and price out ten years. 
It is the critical decision making tool 
for metallurgical coal market players, 
and those in its related commodities.

Inside Coal
Daily news and analysis of the 
biggest events in the  international 
metallurgical coal market. Complete 
coverage of prices, deep insight from 
met coal specialists, and supply/
demand analysis.

Global Coal  
News & Analysis
McCloskey Coal Report:
Comprehensive news and analysis  
of the global coal markets covering 
coal prices, seaborne trade and 
discussing supply and demand  
issues with immediate and longer  
term implications.

Fax:
Weekly digest of global prices and 
news in bite-sized form. All your 
weekly pricing data and market 
moving information in one place.

Newswire:
Real-time breaking coal market 
news and pricing wherever you are, 
delivered 24 hours a day.

North American  
Coal Market News 
& Analysis
Coal & Energy Price Report
Coal & Energy Price Report is the 
go-to daily publication for industry 
professionals. It features  Commentary 
by Jim Thompson, critical news 
and insight about the U.S. domestic 
markets, and analysis of the U.S.’ 
participation in international markets. 
The publication is included in IHS 
Energy’s North American Coal suite.

U.S. Coal Review
Published weekly, U.S. Coal Review 
is focused on the U.S. utility market 
but has complete coverage of 
current coal developments including 
comprehensive price coverage and 
production trends. The publication 
also features weekly analysis 
and insight from IHS experts. The 
publication is included in IHS Energy’s 
North American Coal suite.

APAC and African 
Coal Market News 
and Analysis 
Australian Coal Report
In-depth weekly coverage of 
Australian coal markets focusing on 
market moving events. Infrastructure 
is a key focus and includes port 
performance, vessel queues and 
freight. Australian coal statistics and 
published monthly in Excel covering 
exports and other data. 

Indian Coal Report
Monthly update on developments 
in the Indian coal, power and steel 
markets, including coal production 
and prices. Key shipping routes to 
India (Cape, Mini Cape, Supermax)  
are assessed and priced. Data 
includes monthly coal imports.

Coalfax
Weekly summary of events impacting 
international coal markets focusing 
on Australia and wider Asia. Includes 
prices, tenders, stocks, shipping and 
the NEX Index, a key indicator of the 
spot price of thermal  
coal ex-Newcastle.

South African Coal Report
The interplay between domestic 
power demand and exports is a focus. 
Covers corporate news and wider 
African coal markets and includes 
an infrastructure focus on Richards 
Bay coal terminal, loading rates, rail, 
capacity, vessel queues, and freight.

Chinese Coal Market  
News & Analysis
The service, which comprises analytical reports and daily 
intelligence updates, brings together IHS’ tradition of excellence 
in covering seaborne markets with Xinhua Infolink’s knowledge 
and insight of the Chinese market. Recent coverage has been  
at the heart of the policy, regulation, implementation and  
effect of China’s goal of reducing  
domestic production capacity.  
This intelligence is  
augmented with  
data sets of  
key indicators.

Global Steam Coal Service
The service is a one-stop shop for forward-looking analysis  
on the international steam coal market. At its core is  
a supply/demand and price forecast service. Outlooks  
are updated quarterly and backed up with in-depth 
commentary and a comprehensive data-base. The service  
also focuses on the inter-relationships between steam coal  
and other fuels, particularly natural gas as well as petcoke.

Coal Price Data  
and Indexes
IHS coal price markers form a key 
component of the API indices, which 
serve as the settlement price in 90% of 
the world’s coal derivative contracts. 
With its legacy of playing a key role 
in developing steam coal indexation, 
IHS McCloskey first published the NW 
European marker in 1991.
Available as an add on to our other 
products, the full set of steam, coking 
and petcoke prices – along with vital 
coal market data, news and analysis 
can be accessed through our online 
platform IHS Connect™.
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